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PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND MAIN RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This research concerns the history of Bengali songs and their language. If the Nobel prize to
Bob Dylan provoked stupor and debate within western audiences, conferring a literary prize to a
songwriter would not have raised any eyebrow in pre-modern Bengal, since, as some scholars
maintain, “the history of Bengali literature is a history of Bengali songs”.1 Historical mappings of
proto-Bengali and Bengali song texts show that the tropes used in Bengali esoteric songs and
Tantric songs of sādhanā appear repeatedly in a strikingly homogeneous manner throughout their
literary development:2 identical images and symbols can be easily found browsing through eastern
Apabrahṁśa songs (collectviely known as Caryāpada), early modern lyrics of Vaiṣṇava Sahajiẏā
poets, early 19th century collections of Bengali songs, and also in the manuscripts of little-known
saint-songwriters of modern Bengal, such as those that I have collected and analysed during my
doctoral research.3 In such songs, frogs eat the snakes' head, girls give birth to their own mothers,
trees have roots upside-down, reaching for the sky. These tropes refer to virtuosic techniques, Yogic
practices, Nāth imaginaries, and Sahajiẏā perceptions of the body, sexuality and the cosmos: but
who really understands them?
The explicit ambiguity of these texts requires us to interrogate the genre's views on meaning
and interpretation. Is there anything like 'the' correct interpretation of a song of sādhanā? Is every
interpretation equally correct, in an unlimited semiosis4 and an uncontrollable proliferation of
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meanings?
The long South Asian tradition of teaching and expressing sādhanā through songs is
vernacular and trans-sectarian, accompanying spatial and temporal dimensions of Indian cultural
history and popular religions.5 The language of the songs of sādhanā is often confusing, openly
befuddling, intentionally obscure and provocatively enigmatic. Scholars of Tantric texts have
referred to this language as samdhyā bhāṣā,6 while vernacular saints/songwriters call this language
in different ways (e.g. “upside-down language” - ulaṭ bāṃsī or ulṭa bhāṣā - in reference to the songs
of Kabir7 and of the Bāuls respectively; “language of the mint” for the Kartābhajās8). The problem
of the interpretation of samdhyā bhāṣā remains a debated topic in academic publications.9 Michael
Broido remarks the impossibility to grasp meanings in Tantric texts without knowing “the methods
of interpretation which were used by the commentators and teachers who interpreted them.”10 More
recently, Wedemeyer proposed to look at contemporary practices to understand how to interpret the
notoriously transgressive rituals of Tantric Buddhist texts.11 The problem that clearly emerges in this
regard is that, even conceding that contemporary practices could reflect what was practiced several
centuries ago, an enormous gap between ethnography and Indology makes these attempts
fallacious.12 Wedemayer himself relies upon the accounts of Horace Hayman Wilson, a Sanskrit
scholar in 19th century Calcutta, who noted that the wild rites described in Buddhist Tantric texts
were “nothing but a kind of family barbecue” in which booze and meat are consumed.13 This
questionable reference not only tells us that we need to decolonise Tantric studies and learn more
about the ways in which contemporary practitioners experience and interpret Tantric songs: it also
underlines how textual scholars in Tantric studies often lack the training to deal with
anthropological field-work and ethnographic accounts.
My research aims to disentangle the question of the interpretation of the enigmatic language
of the songs of sādhanā by using two tools: the literary and philosophical study of metaphor, which
explains through cognitive lenses how metaphors are used for didactic, mnemonic and
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soteriological effects;14 And the ethnography of oral exegesis, which reveals sophisticated
indigenous strategies of multilayered interpretation and local perspectives on the samdhyā bhaṣā
discourse. Bridging the two, I propose to understand the tradition of enigmatic songs of sādhanā
through an “ethnography of speech”,15 and particularly, an “ethnography of metaphorical speech”:
determining for particular social milieus and literary genres which kinds of statements count as
metaphors, which count as “explanatory paraphrases”,16 and what kinds of standards are invoked to
define some interpretations as more appropriate than others.17
With the illusion that to one metaphor always corresponds one semantic referent, scholars on
Tantrism attempted at compiling lists and glossaries giving one-to-one equivalences (e.g. padma =
vulva, vajra = liṅgam).18 My research shows how metaphors in Bengali esoteric songs carry
multiple and simultaneous meanings according to the literary, intertextual and semantic context in
which the song is inscribed, but also the contingent and performative context of reception: who is
singing, for whom, and for which purpose? These contexts are referred to by contemporary gurus
using exactly the same terminology and hierarchies of meaning employed in pre-modern Vaiṣṇava
Sahajiẏā works,19 showing a consistent transmission that allows us to think of a longue durée of
hermeneutical practices.
Tantric practitioners have always considered oral instruction by the guru as indispensable for
the aspirant towards self-realization, therefore present-day gurus' exegetical strategies could be
examined as a means of access to modern Tantrism.20 My research builds upon this premise and
suggests that the ethnography of metaphorical speech is a valuable instrument for the future of
Tantric studies, opening a new range of questions: who is allowed to attribute meanings to esoteric
verses? How do meanings change according to different interpreters and different performative
contexts? Who gives authority and legitimacy to those interpretations?
The acknowledgment of different and simultaneous levels of meaning is an old concern of
Tantric hermeneutics: esoteric practitioners traditionally identified at least three levels of
signification of their scriptures, the “outer”, “inner” and “secret” levels,21 although “the most
profound interpretation is only unwritten and is to be heard from the mouth of one's guru”.22
Similarly, in the contemporary lineages of Bāuls and Fakirs that I have studied, metaphorical
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expressions can be interpreted in radically different manners according to the 'sādhanā- stage' that
they address.23
The fecundity of meaning is certainly not a surprising characteristic for those who are
familiar with the hermeneutics of religious texts, especially after the contribution, in contemporary
hermeneutics, of Gadamer, Eco, and Ricoeur. This concept liberated the text from the constrictive
implications of singularism, leading to the famous statement of Ricoeur that “a text means all that it
can mean”.24 At the same time it implicitly leads to a dilemma: how to do justice to the actuality of
many differing interpretations, while not succumbing to relativism?25 How can we then decide
where to mark the boundary of legitimacy?
This has been a matter of controversy and debate among scholars in Tantrism and Sahajiẏā
literature. For Vaiṣṇava Sahajiẏā lyrics, Dimock acknowledged the need for “intellectual
gymnastics” to fit very different streams of thought and practice in the same texts.26 Religious
change and its accommodation is a matter of exegesis, where interpretive gymnasts use different
muscles and different accoutrements to create their explanatory paraphrase. To complement this
view and to structurally decolonise the study of Tantric texts, it is crucial to understand the local
discourse around saṃdhyā bhāṣā: What are the living strategies of exegesis of the
twilight/intentional language27 of Tantric songs? How do they relate to traditional Tantric
hermeneutics? What can they tell us to understand older texts and their metaphors? Can they draw a
bridge in between Tantric studies focused on texts, and modern ethnographies of lived religious
experience?
My study attempts to provide for a missing link between scholarly theories on the functions
and meanings of saṃdhyā bhāṣā and the emic perspectives on song-texts' reception and
interpretation, wishing to fill a long-lasting gap between Indology and local embodied practices.
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